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“All we need is the right major crisis and the
nations will accept the New World Order”
~ David Rockefeller, 1994

tools:

Bilderberg Group, 1954

Netherlands – At the invitation of Prince Bernhard, the crème of
the elite crop meet at the Hotel de Bilderberg near Amsterdam.
They discuss the creation of a European Union with its own
currency. The Bilderberger meet yearly at locations around the world.

HAARP, 1993

Gakona, AK – Pentagon funds the world’s largest array of antennas,
aimed upward and capable of heating the ionosphere causing
disruptions in communications or even changes in weather patterns.
Other such facilities exist throughout the world.

Canada - Monsanto sues farmer for patent infringement after genetically
modified seeds accidently contaminate his fields. The Supreme Court of
Canada upholds the decision.

WTO

Ludlow Massacre, 1914

Ludlow, CO – Soldiers of the Colorado National Guard open fire on
1,200 strikers at Rockefeller-owned coal mine, Colorado Fuel & Iron
Company. Twenty people, including 11 children are killed.

GATT, 1947
GM Criminal Conspiracy, 1949

Ruby Ridge, ID – ATF agents trump-up charges against Randy
Weaver after he refuses to act as an informant. US Marshals armed
with M16 rifles fire on Weaver’s family, shooting his young son in
the back. FBI sniper team shoots his wife and their 10-month old baby.

Bretton Woods, NH - The 44 Allied nations meet to plan the post-war
world. US exploits position as sole superpower to create the World
Bank (WB) and the International Monetary Fund. (IMF)

Trilateral Commission, 1973

New York, NY - David Rockefeller founds the Trilateral Commission.
Includes ruling elite from the US, Europe and Japan. In 1974 they
publish The Crisis of Democracy calling for democracy in
“moderation”.

Monte Rio, CA - The Bohemian Grove is a 2700-acre enclave in the
midst of ancient Redwood trees. Every summer power brokers meet
for 3 weeks at ”The Owl Shrine” for informal “Lakeside Talks.”

9/11 Attacks, 2001

New York City, NY – Two hijacked commercial flights crash into the
World Trade Center’s Twin Towers causing their complete collapse.
Another plane hits the Pentagon and a third crashes in Pennsylvania.
Within hours US Defense Secretary is making plans for the invasion
of Iraq.

United Nations, 1945

San Francisco, CA – The UN Charter is signed. US, France, UK,
Soviet-Union, and Republic of China wield veto power. UN Headquarters built on land donated by the Rockefellers. The UN currently
has 192 member nations.

RFK Assassination, 1968

Los Angeles, CA – The CIA smuggles cocaine into the US from
Central America. It’s made into crack for distribution in L.A.
causing an epidemic. Proceeds support CIA black ops.

Los Angeles, CA – Robert Kennedy, poised to become the next US
President, is determined to find his brother’s murderers. Bobby is
shot dead by lone gunman, Sirhan Sirhan.

MLK Assassination, 1968

JFK Assassination, 1963

Dallas, TX – President John F. Kennedy is shot dead. Despite e
vidence suggesting a high-level government conspiracy, Lee Harvey
Oswald is declared the lone gunmen.

Memphis, TN - Martin Luther King is shot dead. James Earl Ray is
declared a lone nut, ignoring indications of a Mafia hit. Special
Forces sniper team is present at the scene as backup for the hit.

Waco, TX – Seventy-five agents and three National Guard
helicopters attempt to raid the Branch Davidians, a Christian
sect. The FBI begins a 51-day siege eventually killing 76 people.

Attack on Pearl Harbor, 1941

Pearl Harbor, HI - Despite warnings of an attack on Pearl Harbor,
FDR keeps Pacific Fleet commanders in the dark. The attack gives
the US a pretext to enter WWII.

San Antonio, TX - US President George HW Bush, Canadian PM
Brian Mulroney and Mexican President Carlos Salina de Gortari
sign NAFTA. The new trilateral trade bloc brings North America a
step closer to a North American Union.

IMF

CIA Operation PBSUCCESS, 1954
Guatemala - After nationalizing unused United Fruit Company land,
popularly elected President Jacobo Árbenz is assassinated by the
CIA. United Fruit rules the banana republic with its monopoly on
banana exports and ownership of its communication industry.

CIA Premier,1965

Lavon Affair, 1954

Panama- Two weeks after backing Panama’s independence from
Columbia, The US signs the Hay-Bunau Varilla Treaty gaining
control of the canal and land on each side. The US military
doesn’t return control of the canal until 1999.

Japan – 17-year-old Lee Harvey Oswald arrives at Atsugi naval air
base, home to the top secret U-2 spy plane vital to the Korean and
Vietnam War. At the time, the CIA uses the base to test LSD on
unsuspecting marines as part of project MK-Ultra.

Bohemian Grove

Hiroshima Bombing, 1945

Japan – Despite obvious signs of Japanese surrender, US President
Truman drops atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Forbidden Loot, 1949

Taiwan –As Mao Zedong’s communist troops advance, the
CIA-backed KMT loses control over the opium trade and retreats
to Taiwan where they set up martial law. Chiang Kai-Shek and
his KMT loot over 600,000 artifacts from the Forbidden City Palace.

Creation of Kuwait, 1913

Kuwait – In 1901, British warships force the Ottoman Empire to
consider the Gulf port ruled by Sheikh Mubarak to be a British
protectorate. The Anglo-Ottoman Convention of 1913 splits Kuwait
into a separate sheikdom, permanently constricting Iraq’s access to
the Persian Gulf.

Egypt – Israeli Intelligence Unit 131 conducts Operation Susannah.
They plant bombs in British and American buildings in Cairo and
frame Arabs. The false flag operation fails when a bomb goes off
prematurely. Israel calls the accusations “anti-Semitic” until 2005,
then confesses.

Panama Canal Zone, 1903

Lee Harvey Oswald, 1957

Iraq – A Kuwaiti girl testifies to the U.S. Congress that Iraqi soldiers
pulled babies out of their incubators, leaving them to die. The
incident helps gain support for war in Iraq. It is revealed that the
‘nurse’ was hired by public relations firm Hill and Knowlton.

Iraq – The German-controlled Baghdad Railway Company gains
permission from the Ottoman to build a railway from Konya, Turkey
to Baghdad, Iraq. The project would give Germans access to rich
Iraqi oil fields as well as bypass the British-controlled Suez Canal.
The railway becomes a major cause of WW1.

Egypt – Three months after President Nasser nationalizes the Suez
Canal, France, Britain and Israel meet secretly in Sèvres. Israel
attacks Egypt then France and Britain broker peace, taking control
of the canal.

Ghana – In order to access IMF and World Bank loans, Ghana is
forced to privatize water supply. Tariffs immediately double leaving
many without access. Similar conditions are also imposed on at l
east 12 other African countries.

Nurse Nayirah, 1990

Berlin- Baghdad Railway, 1903

Greece – George Papandreou objects to the US plans for Cyprus.
President Johnson replies, “Fuck your Parliament and your
Constitution.” CIA-backed King Constantine dismisses
Papandreou, installing military dictatorship of Papadopoulos the first CIA agent to become a European premier.

Water Privatization Scheme, 2001

Elbert County, GA – Someone using the Rosicrucian-inspired
pseudonym R.C. Christian commissions six huge granite slabs
inscribed with 10 rules, including the creation of a World Court
and maintaining a global population under 500 million people.

NAFTA, 1992

Italy (and many other NATO/neutral countries) – Following
the end of WWII the US and the UK establish networks of
“stay behind” troops to fight any communist takeover. In
Italy, Gladio operatives are involved in domestic terrorism
linked to the P2 Masonic Lodge.

France – At the Paris Peace Conference, powerful members of the
elite attend a private gathering at the Majestic Hotel. Round Table
member Lionel Curtis suggests the creation a Royal Institute for
International Affair in London and the Council on Foreign
Relations, its US counterpart in New York.

Suez Crisis, 1956

Georgia Guidestones, 1979

WACO, 1993

Golden Crescent, 2001

Federal Reserve, 1910

Jekyll Island, GA – Under strict secrecy, seven representatives of
Rockefeller and J.P. Morgan banks meet at Morgan’s Jekyll Island.
They plan the creation of a privately owned central bank, the Federal
Reserve.

Russia – A Korean Airline flight enters restricted air space of the
USSR and is shot down by Soviet Interceptors killing all 269
passengers. The plane may have been on a ferret mission,
gathering information on Soviet radar installations.

Afghanistan, Iran & Pakistan – US ends the Taliban and its ban on
opium. The Golden Crescent becomes the world's largest opium
producer. By 2007, Afghanistan produces 93% of the world’s
opium.

Operation Gladio, 1940s- 1990s

CFR and Chatham House, 1919

Italy – A day after the collapse of Vatican majority-owned Banco
Ambrosiano, “God’s banker”, Roberto Calvi is found hanging
under London’s Black Friars Bridge with $15,000 cash in his
pockets. Calvi is a brother of the Mafia dominated P2 Masonic
lodge.

Tuskegee, AL – US Public Health Service conducts experiments on
339 poor African-Americans in advance stages of syphilis. Patients
think they are receiving treatment - doctors study the effects of not
treating the disease.

KAL 007, 1983

Iran – After moving to nationalize the only oil company in Iran,
British-owned Anglo-Iranian Oil, CIA/MI6 overthrow Prime Minister
Mohammed Mossadegh. The Shah of Iran and his CIA-trained
SAVAK brutally rule for the next 26 years.

Switzerland – Nazis loot gold reserves of Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Belgium and the Netherlands. By the end of WWII, the gold
disappeared somewhere within the European banking system. In
2005, the World Jewish congress successfully sues Swiss banks.

Ireland - The Irish population is reduced by 25% as potato crops
fail. Despite widespread hunger, trade agreements take precedence
over human life. Ireland continues to export wheat to England.

P2 Masonic Lodge, 1982

Tuskegee Experiment, 1932 – 1972

Operation AJAX, 1953

Nazi Gold, 1945
Potato Famine, 1845-1847

Bohemian Grove, 1872

Crack and the CIA, 1986

Switzerland – Following the Bretton Woods Conference, 23 countries
sign the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade affecting about half
the world’s trade. The GATT evolves into today’s World Trade
Organization. (WTO)

Bretton Woods, 1944

Chicago, IL - General Motors, Firestone and Standard Oil use a
front company, NLC, to secretly buy and destroy more than 100
electric streetcars in 45 cities including New York, Los Angeles
and Philadelphia.

Ruby Ridge, 1992

Council on Foreign
Affairs

Germany – The CIA’s ancestor, the Office of Strategic Service (OSS)
secretly recruits German Nazi scientists. President forbids Nazi
recruitment, OSS agents “denazify” ineligible recruits, wiping their
records of connections to the Nazis.

Scotland – Shell Oil’s Sir Henry Deterding hosts other top oilmen
at Achnacarry Castle. The “Seven Sisters” agree on specific
production quotas to set the world’s oil prices. They vow to control
outside competition at all cost.

Canada – CIA conducts experiments at McGill University. Drugs
(including LSD) are used to research mind control. In 1973, CIA
director Richard Helms orders the destruction of all related files.

Russia - Under pressure from the IMF, Russia adopts a series of dramatic
policies causing the collapse of the economy and a depression twice as
severe as the Great Depression of 1929. Hyperinflation is rampant and
healthcare and life expectancy drop. GDP falls by 50%.

Operation PAPERCLIP, 1945

Seven Sisters Oil Cartel, 1928

MK-ULTRA, 1957-64

IMF Shock Therapy, 1991

Russia – Following the fall of the Soviet Union, the Russian Mafia
takes control of the economy. The Mob controls 40% of private
enterprises and 60% of Russia’s state-owned companies.

Netherlands - Members of the European Community sign the
Maastricht Treaty, creating the European Union. The EU has 27
member states and the Euro (€) is the world’s second largest
reserve currency.

Monsanto vs. Schmeiser, 2004

World Bank

Rise of the Russian Mafia, 1991

European Union, 1992

Opium War, 1839

Hong Kong – After the British East India Trading Company floods
China with opium addicting millions, the ruling Qing Dynasty bans
its sale. In defense of “free trade”, British forces attack Canton
(present day Hong Kong). Opium is legalized and the British take
Hong Kong.

Coca-Cola, 2000s

India – Despite widespread water shortages, Coca-Cola’s
bottling plants continue to use and contaminate local water
supply. The disposal of toxic waste pollutes soil and destroys
farming communities who can’t afford soft drinks.

Yamashita’s Gold, 1943-46

Philippines – Unable to bring looted gold stolen from all over
Southeast Asia, Japanese forces hide the loot in the Philippines.
The secretive Golden Lily organization oversees the building of
complex underground tunnels. The engineers along with slave
POW workers are buried alive with the treasure.

Air America, 1959-1975

Laos - CIA owned Air America transports food and weapons to local
tribes helping fight the North Vietnamese. The airline also smuggles
opium and heroin for Hmong drug lord, Van Pao. At the time most
of the world’s opium supply comes from the Golden Triangle.

Jonestown Massacre, 1993

Guyana – Over 900 members of the Peoples Temple allegedly
commit mass suicide by drinking cyanide-laced juice. First coroner
at the scene, Dr Mootoo, observes 100s of needle puncture marks
and numerous gunshot wounds. Only 7 bodies are autopsied.

Trilateral
Commission

Gulf of Tonkin Incident, 1964

Vietnam - The USS Maddox intentionally enters South Vietnamese
waters and fires at patrol boats. Two days later, 2 US destroyers
engage non-existent South Vietnamese targets. President
Johnson escalates US involvement in Vietnam.

Private Oil, 2000s

Iran Contra Affair, 1980’s

Nigeria –The IMF force the largest oil producer in Africa to privatize
production, including the largest refineries on the continent. The
World Bank determines that the now largely foreign-owned oil
industry benefits 1% of the local population.

Nicaragua – The US sells weapons via Israel to Iran in exchange
for hostages and cash. The CIA uses the proceeds from the sale
to fund rebel Contras who seek to overthrow the elected Sandinista
government.

Operation Barracuda, 1961

Centers of Power

Blood Diamonds, 2002

Angola –70% of Angola’s diamonds are of ‘gem quality’. The
Diamond Cartel, continuing its tradition of restricting world
production, creates the Kimberley Process making Angola’s
diamond exports illegal.

The Business Plot, 1933

Washington, DC – Major General Butler exposes a plot to overthrow
President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Prominent business leaders from
DuPont and Morgan Banks are involved.

The military arm of the New World Order. Ensures that
corporate rights are maintained and expanded around
the world. To be replaced by a UN One World Army.

Vatican

The Catholic Church has wielded power for over a
millennium and remains an important center of
religion and spirituality.

The City

The Square Mile’ or ‘the City of London’, is a small
area within Greater London. The City has been the
nucleus of the world’s financial elite and their agents
for several centuries.

European Union
North American Union

Pine Gap, 1966

Australia – At the very center of Australia a satellite tracking station
is one of the largest ECHELON ground stations. The joint
US-Australian facility appears to be the source of missiles fired
at UFOs in the STS-48 NASA footage.

Assassination of Che Guevara, 1967

Washington, DC – The FBI’s Counter Intelligence Program infiltrates
dissident groups within the US. J Edgar Hoover orders agents to
"expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise neutralize" the
groups and its leaders. Agents often incite violence.

Whitlam Dismissal, 1975

Australia – Prime Minister Gough Whitlam enrages the CIA by
cancelling joint CIA-ASIS ops in Chile and demanding a list of
CIA operatives in Australia. CIA-man Sir John Kerr, in his largely
ceremonial position of Governor General, dismisses Whitlam’s
government.

Round Table Group, 1891

CIA Project FUBELT, 1973

South Africa – Industrialist Cecil Rhodes and journalist William T.
Stead organize a secret society with a “Circle of Initiate” executive
committee and an “Association of Helpers” outer circle. Lord
Milner eventually reorganizes the Association as the “
Round Table Group”.

Chile - CIA overthrows democratically elected Salvador Allende and
installs the military junta of General Pinochet. Telecommunication
giant ITT offers CIA $1 million to get rid of Allende. Pinochet rules as
dictator until 1990 - later escapes trial for war crimes.

CIA

Diamond vs. Chakrabarty, 1980

Washington, DC - The US Supreme Court upholds GE’s patent for a
microorganism created in their labs. Life can be owned.

Operation Northwoods, 1962

Arlington, VA – The Joint Chiefs of Staff plan for the CIA to conduct
a series of hijackings and bombings in U.S. cities on both military
and civilian targets. These false-flag terrorist acts would be blamed
on a foreign government.

Diamond Cartel, 1888

Nazi Ratlines, 1951

South Africa – With the help of NM Rothschild in London, Cecil
Rhodes consolidates smaller mines and launches the De Beers
Mining Company. De Beers and London’s Diamond Syndicate
establish a worldwide monopoly.

Argentina - US intelligence and the Catholic Church help Nazis
including Klaus Barbie, the Butcher of Lyon, escape to South
America. Hundreds of war criminals escape. ODESSA is the
most well known ratline.

©2011

Operation MOCKINGBIRD, 1950s

Langley, VA – The CIA recruits over 400 journalists from news
organizations, including ABC, CBS, NBC, Reuters, Associated Press,
Washington Post, New York Times, Newsweek, Time and Life
Magazines. The op finances the 1954 animated version of Orwell’s
Animal Farm.

www.illuminatirex.com

Secret Society
Visible leaders are replaced or assassinated too easily. The true powers
rule from behind the scenes.

Police State
Repressive control of the population.
The boot stamping on human faces.

Mad Science
Unethical experiments and atrocities
committed to advance the cause.

Corporation
Private tyrannies working constantly
to erode power from sovereign
nations.

One World Government
Corporate identities require a uniform
set of laws - they work to create a
one-world government.

South American Union

Asian Union

Indonesia – For Indonesia’s oil fields, the CIA overthrows democratically elected Sukarno. His replacement, General Suharto, murders
500,000 to 1 million “communists”. The US embassy supplies
names of suspected communists to the regime.

COINTELPRO, 1956-1971s

Washington, DC

African Union

CIA Operation Hike, 1965

Bolivia - CIA leads the search for infamous revolutionary Che Guevara. Two
days after his capture Che is executed. CIA man at the scene steals his Rolex.
Guevara becomes a symbol of anti-imperialism.

United Nations

Federal Reserve

Congo – CIA sends a lethal virus via diplomatic pouch to assassinate
democratically-elected Patrice Lumumba. Opting not to use the
virus, the CIA helps Belgium assassinate and dispose of Lumumba.
Mobutu, the epitome of African kleptocracy, rules brutally for the
next 35 years.

War Games
Unconventional warfare - Espionage,
military intimidation, looting and
strategic land grabs.

Chatham House

Drug Trafficking
Governments and intelligence agencies are deeply involved in the drug
trade behind the cover of a War of
Drugs.

Casus Belli
False-flag operations and other
events can be used to provide
justification for war.

Coup d’état
Leaders unwilling to heed the corporate
masters are forcibly removed from
power.

Assassination
Adversaries are murdered. A
patsy or scapegoat is set up to
direct public outcries.

